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Chapter objectives

in this chapter, you’ll learn your body’s cellular structure, 

organization, and function. understanding these structural 

and functional relationships will help you develop and 

evaluate nutrition plans. Most of our cells’ daily activities 

have two very simple purposes: to extract nutrients from 

the food that we eat, and to use these nutrients to provide 

the raw materials and fuel to keep us alive. At the end 

of this chapter, you should have a working knowledge of 

how humans are organized, from the organismal level all 

the way down to the atomic level. You should be able to 

recognize the main organelles located in our cells, what 

each organelle is responsible for, and how each organelle 

interacts with organic molecules to carry out its most 

important functions in the body.

to get the most out of this chapter, pay attention to the 

key words as well as the chapter summary. if you do, 

you’ll be better able to grasp both the particular terms 

you’ll be responsible for knowing, as well as the big 

picture of how the body is organized and how it functions 

at the cellular level.

 

KeY tERms
metabolism
homeostasis
pathogens
proteins
enzymes
epithelial tissue
connective 
tissue
muscle tissue
nervous tissue
organelles
cytoplasm
macronutrients
micronutrients
phytochemicals
potential energy
co-factors
hormones
genetic
DNA
nucleus
genes
genetic 
polymorphisms
nutrigenomics
diurnal
insulin
plasma 
membrane
lipids
cholesterol
phospholipids
hydrophilic
hydrophobic
cytosol
mitochondria
oxidize
adenosine 
triphosphate
cristae

mitochondrial 
density
mitochondrial 
quality
reactive oxygen 
species (ROS)
free radicals
chromosomes
transcription
translation
endoplasmic 
reticulum (ER)
Golgi apparatus
ribosomes
glycoproteins
ribonucleic 
acids (RNA)
cisternae
lysosomes
vesicles
microorganism
peroxisomes
detoxify
receptor-ligand 
binding complex
signal 
transduction
second 
messengers
ligand
transport 
proteins
facilitated 
diffusion
active transport
substrate
lock-and-key 
model
induced fit 
model
co-enzymes
catalyze
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The cell
The way the body functions depends on how each of its cells functions. A 150 pound adult 
has approximately 100,000,000,000,000 (100 trillion) individual cells, all of which must 
work together in various ways in order to promote life. Cellular and tissue response, signal 
conduction throughout the body, tissue growth, cellular and organismal respiration, nutrient 
digestion, nutrient absorption, fluid secretion, waste excretion, blood and biochemical 
circulation, and cellular and organismal reproduction all depend on the harmony of these 
100 trillion cells. Therefore, the cells of our body must function properly for optimal health, 
body composition, and performance to occur. Optimal nutrient intake is a cornerstone of 
proper cellular function. Nutrient deficiencies (or excesses) can disrupt the delicate balance 
of cellular function, causing decreases in both health and performance. 

As cells are the building blocks of life, they are the simplest “organisms” that can have a 
“life of their own.” However, there are further levels of organization within our cells. These 
sub-cellular structures and chemicals are responsible for our physiological function and 
metabolism. You may often hear people talk about “the metabolism”, whether fast or slow. 
Since every single cellular process contributes to human metabolism, the term “metabolism” 
thus describes all of the diverse physiological processes (both physical and chemical) that 
generate life. Functionally speaking, our cells form the foundation of our metabolism and our 
metabolic rate.

In this chapter we’ll discuss some of the cellular components and reactions that contribute 
to our human metabolism and our ability to sustain life. However, before going deep into 
cellular organization, let’s start with the highest level of organization – the organism – and 
progress through smaller levels until we get down to the cellular level. Next, we’ll get even 
smaller still, working our way down to the atoms themselves. At the end of this chapter you 
should have an accurate picture of how everything, from our organs all the way down to our 
atoms, fits together.

ORgAnism
The organism is, well, you. It’s a comprehensive unit of tissue structures and chemicals, built 
to withstand various environments from hot to cold, wet to dry, food-abundant to food-scarce. 
The human body can reproduce, replace, and repair itself, all to stay alive and to maintain 
homeostasis: the state of balanced function in the body. 

ORgAn systEm
Going deeper into our body’s organization, we come to our organ systems. Organ systems are 
exceptionally intricate and involve numerous organs arranged to perform complex functions 
such as collecting oxygen, breaking down proteins into amino acids, and neutralizing foreign 
pathogens. The organ systems found in the human body are as follows:

•	 integumentary system: Your skin, hair, nails, sweat glands, and other external structures. 
This system protects the body from external damage.

•	 skeletal system: Your bones, tendons, ligaments, and other structures. This system 
supports the body by providing a rigid structure capable of resistance and movement. 

•	 muscular system: Your skeletal muscles, cardiac muscles, and smooth muscles. These 
muscles are part of your arteries and veins, bladder, gastrointestinal tract, respiratory 
tract, and more. They produce movement, whether it’s to move you across the room, to 
move your blood through blood vessels, or to move food through your intestines. 

mEtAbOlism
Sum of reactions that take 
place to build up and break 
down the body 

HOmEOstAsis
The body’s ability to 
maintain a stable and 
constant internal condition

PROtEin
Large and complex molecule 
consisting of amino acids 
(which contain nitrogen) that 
are essential for living cells

PAtHOgEn
Disease-causing agent; 
usually bacteria, virus,  
or fungi
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•	 nervous system: Your brain as well as your nervous tissues. This system is responsible 
for electrochemical cellular communication and sends signals that trigger thought, 
movement, voluntary, and involuntary activity.

•	 Endocrine system: Your hormonal organs and glands, including the hypothalamus, 
pineal gland, pituitary gland, thyroid gland, liver, pancreas, kidney, adrenal gland, testes, 
ovaries, and more. This system is responsible for chemical cellular communication within 
the body.

•	 Circulatory system: Your heart, blood, and blood vessels. This system transports 
hormones, enzymes, nutrients, and other chemicals throughout the body.

•	 immune system: Your thymus, lymph nodes, spleen, tonsils, and other similar organs. 
This system protects against pathogens, tumor cells, and other foreign invaders.

•	 Respiratory system: Your nasal cavity, trachea, lungs, and other airways and gas 
exchange organs. This system excretes carbon dioxide and brings in oxygen.

•	 Digestive system: Your oral cavity, esophagus, stomach, intestines, and the organs 
associated with digestion including the liver, gallbladder, pancreas, etc. This system 
breaks down and absorbs nutrients from food and drink.

•	 urinary system: Your kidneys, ureters, bladder, urethra, and related organs and glands. 
This system produces, stores, and eliminates urine.

•	 Reproductive system: Your sex organs and glands. This system is responsible for human 
reproduction.

EnzymE
Substance that helps 
catalyze chemical reactions

Organism (You) Organ systems Organs Tissues Cells Organelle Chemical

Group of different
organs working

together.

Made up of
different
tissues.

Formed by
similar

cell types.

Consists of
many

organelles.

Made up of
different

chemicals.

Made up of different
organ systems.

FIGure 1.1
stRuCtuRAl lEvEls Of 
ORgAnizAtiOn in tHE bODy
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ORgAns
Our organ systems are made up of individual organs, which perform specialized functions 
such as hormone manufacture, storage and release, building up or breaking down various 
chemicals, and more. 

tissuEs
Collectively, our tissues make up our organs. There are four major types of tissues: epithelial, 
connective, muscle and nervous. Epithelial tissues make up our skin; connective tissues 
make up structures such as our joints and fascia; our muscle tissues make up our skeletal 
muscles and heart, and are part of several other organ systems; and our nervous tissues 
make up our brain, nerves, and associated structures. Our tissues meet a host of the body’s 
diverse structural and functional needs, such as forming protective barriers against outside 
invaders (epithelial tissues), moving the body through space (skeletal muscle tissues), and 
communication between cells (nervous tissues).

CElls
Our tissues are made up of large groups of cells, which are the smallest and most 
abundant structural units in the body. A cell’s size can range from 7.5 micrometres to 
300 micrometres. (To give you some perspective, the dot over this letter “i” is about 100 
micrometres.) Cells reveal the uniqueness of all living matter in their diverse functions and 
structures. For example, immune cells have the power to engulf pathogens and destroy them, 
while muscle cells have sliding filaments that cause muscle contraction and relaxation. 

ORgAnEllEs
Within each cell are a number of organelles, collections of molecules/chemicals that 
perform specific individual functions, very much like position players on a sports team. 
There are over 24 known organelles, the most important of which will be discussed in this 
chapter. examples of organelles include the endoplasmic reticulum (er), Golgi apparatus, 
and mitochondrion.

CHEmiCAls
Within the cells, there’s a semi-fluid matrix called the cytoplasm, which is composed 
of a number of chemicals built from structures of varying sizes, from atoms (smallest) 
to molecules to macromolecules (largest). Macromolecules are made up of groupings of 
molecules. Molecules are made up of tiny particles called atoms. And these atoms, which 
are invisible to the naked eye, compose all material things of the universe.

The body is a highly organized entity designed to live and move comfortably within diverse 
conditions and environments. However, its ability to do so relies heavily on the function of 
our cells; in particular, the ability of certain organelles to send and receive messages as well 
as the ability of these organelles to create proteins. 

Indeed, nearly everything that happens in the body is based on the production of proteins 
and the function of the proteins that are produced. Think of the body as a manufacturing 
plant – that also manufactures itself. The proteins we make end up not only breaking down 
and rebuilding the plant itself; they break down and rebuild the machines, the workers, the 
messengers, and more. We’ll get more into this idea as this chapter progresses. For now, just 
remember that every level of human organization depends on the health of important sub-
units – our cells – and the proteins that they make.

ORgAnEllE
Component of the cell that is 
responsible for a specific task

CytOPlAsm
Fluid medium inside of 
the cell, but outside of the 
nucleus, that surrounds 
organelles 

EPitHEliAl tissuE
Tissue composed of cellular 
layers that protect outer 
surfaces of the human body 
such as skin, mucosa, and 
intestinal lining  

COnnECtivE tissuE
Supportive tissue, such 
as ligaments, tendons, 
and fascia, formed from a 
fibrous matrix

musClE tissuE
Tissue consisting of bundles 
of cells that contract when 
stimulated

nERvOus tissuE
Tissue capable of 
conducting impulses 
that help to connect and 
communicate signals to 
other parts of the body 
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nutRitiOn AnD CEllulAR intERACtiOn
In general, the macronutrients (proteins, carbohydrates, and fats), micronutrients (vitamins 
and minerals), and phytochemicals (from the Greek phyto, or plants – thus, plant chemicals) 
we eat are broken down from our food through the digestive process into smaller, more 
distinct sub-units such as amino acids, glucose, fatty acids, etc. These digested and 
absorbed foodstuffs then travel through our bloodstream to interact with our cells. 

These nutrients are taken up into our cells in particular ways to act in a host of life-giving roles. 

1. They provide potential energy that’s later released by breaking the chemical bonds 
between the macronutrients. 

2. They can provide raw materials that can then be incorporated into our body structures, 
including tissues and organs. 

3. They can act as co-factors for chemical reactions in the body. All of the chemical reactions 
that take place in the body require the help of specific proteins, called enzymes. These 
enzymes often use nutrients gathered from the food we eat to carry out their function. 

4. They stimulate the release of hormones, which act as chemical messengers, directing 
overall body function with their unique messages. 

Because of these various and important roles that nutrients have, the food we eat can thus 
influence our physiological functioning as well as our overall health, body composition, and 
performance. No wonder nutrition is so critical!

Not everyone responds the same way to the digestion and absorption of specific foods – or 
to the uptake of specific nutrients into the cell. recent nutritional research suggests that 
although the basic mechanics are the same, there are important and intriguing individual 
differences, which are likely due to our unique genetic makeups. each cell in our bodies 
houses our genetic code, a series of nucleic acids called DnA, in an organelle called the 
nucleus. This code, which is unique to each of us, provides cellular instruction for making 
proteins. And, as discussed above, these proteins are necessary for our structure and 
function. As we all have slightly different genetic profiles, the proteins we make may also 
differ; these variations are responsible for our individual responses to the food we eat.

FIGure 1.2
DnA insiDE tHE nuClEus

CO-fACtOR
Non-protein compound 
that interacts with another 
substance to facilitate a 
transformation 

HORmOnEs
Compound created by one 
cell that travels to and 
stimulates another cell

Cell nucleus contains chromosomes. Chromosomes contain DNA. DNA provides cellular instruction
for making proteins.

mACROnutRiEnt
Nutrient the body requires 
in large amounts (i.e., 
protein, fat, carbohydrates)

miCROnutRiEnt
Organic compound the 
body requires in very small 
amounts (i.e., vitamins  
and minerals)

PHytOCHEmiCAl
Chemical substance obtained 
from plants that is biologically 
active but non-nutritive

POtEntiAl EnERgy
Energy stored within  
a physical system
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In general, these differences are quite small. All humans share over 99.9% of the same 
genes. You may have even heard that humans and chimpanzees share between 95% 
and 98% similarity in their DNA, which is also true. As a result, physiological functioning 
between individuals is surprisingly uniform. We are much more alike than we are different. 
However, these small genetic differences, called genetic polymorphisms, explain why some 
people respond slightly differently to various types of dietary intakes. These differences may 
also explain why many areas of nutrition research find apparently conflicting things. 

For example, we all have a gene in our livers that makes a specific enzyme necessary to 
break down caffeine. However, due to these small genetic differences, some of us have the 
enzyme that breaks down caffeine quickly, while others have the enzyme that breaks down 
caffeine slowly. People with the fast enzyme see an improvement in health when they drink 
1-3 cups of coffee a day. In their bodies, the caffeine is processed and removed quickly 
while the antioxidants found in coffee can stick around and help protect against free radicals. 
However, people with the slow enzyme are more likely to experience health problems with 
the same 1-3 cups of coffee each day. When caffeine is allowed to remain in the body for 
longer periods of time, it can become unhealthy.

Not only are there individual differences in response to the same foods, different foods 
possess specific nutrients and other bioactive components that can actually change the 
message expressed by our unique genes. For example, broccoli contains compounds 
(isothiocyanates) that can switch on a specific gene in the liver that detoxifies cancer-causing 
chemicals and other toxins. Without the broccoli, this gene remains inactive and our bodies 
look for other detoxifiers. With the broccoli, this gene is upregulated and participates more 
actively in the detoxification process.

Another example is cooked tomatoes. Cooked tomatoes contain compounds (lycopenes) that 
switch off growth-promoting genes in the prostate. With cooked tomatoes in the diet, prostate 
cancer risk decreases; without the tomatoes, risk increases. 

Fish oil is yet another example. Fish oil (specifically DHA – a fatty acid found in fish oil) 
signals genes in the brain to produce a chemical that keeps Alzheimer’s disease at bay. 
People who take fish oil have better cognitive function as they age, relative to those who 
don’t take fish oil.

There are many examples like these of how nutrition can influence our gene expression 
to promote or degrade health. However, this area of research goes a bit beyond the scope 
of this certification course. If you’re interested in this emerging area of research (called 
nutrigenomics), check out our supplemental reading section in the Appendix.

Nutrient intake is also important in the regulation of our diurnal (daily) physiology. Things 
like insulin release, glucose uptake, blood glucose, glucagon release, satiety hormones, 
enzyme release, nutrient transport, protein synthesis, excretion, and elimination are just a 
few of the cellular responses altered by food intake. Needless to say, there is an important 
relationship between what we eat and how our cells function. Throughout this course, this 
interaction will become clearer. By the end of this course, you should have a better grasp of 
how to optimize health, body composition, and performance by controlling nutrient intake. 
However, before we talk more about food, let’s discuss the cell in depth, and in particular, 
the main cellular components and organelles.

gEnEtiCs
Specific, inherited DNA 
of an organism, which 
influences what they 
become, although 
environment also plays a 
key role in the expression of 
an organism’s genetic code

DnA
Nucleic acids that contain 
instructions for heredity

nuClEus
Organelle where genetic 
material is housed 

gEnE
A particular sequence in 
DNA or RNA that controls 
the expression of a protein, 
and by extension influences 
the characteristics of an 
organism

gEnEtiC POlymORPHism
Variation in the form of one 
or a sequence of genes

nutRigEnOmiCs
Study of how genes respond 
to nutritional intake

DiuRnAl
Daily cycle, e.g., of hormone 
release

insulin
Protein hormone released 
from the pancreas; 
necessary for the 
metabolism of nutrients
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CEllulAR COmPOnEnts
To better understand how the food we eat interacts with our bodies, it’s important to learn 
about the structures, chemicals, and organelles that reside within each of our cells. In this 
chapter, we’ll review the following important organelles:

Nucleus

Endoplasmic
reticulum

Peroxisome

Lysosome

Mitochondria

Cytoplasm

Golgi apparatus

Plasma
membrane

FIGure 1.3
CEll stRuCtuRE  
AnD ORgAnEllEs

PlAsmA mEmbRAnE
Lipid bilayer that is 
permeable to certain 
compounds that contains 
the cell

liPiD
Organic substance that is 
insoluble in water; provides 
structure, storage, and 
messenger functions in  
the body

CHOlEstEROl
Lipid/sterol contained in 
the body’s cells and fluids 
that acts as a precursor 
to hormones and bodily 
structures 

Plasma membrane
Mitochondrion
Nucleus
endoplasmic reticulum

Golgi apparatus
Lysosome
Peroxisome

These organelles and approximately 17 others (there are about 24 or so in total) give our 
cells their structure and function, which are in turn often shaped by our nutrient intake.

PlAsmA mEmbRAnE
Around the edge of each cell is a boundary, known as the plasma membrane, that separates 
the cell from its neighbors and from the rest of our body. The plasma membrane’s bilayer 
(double layer) acts like a protective wall, keeping important chemicals in while keeping 
harmful chemicals out. The plasma membrane is made up of specific lipids, proteins, 
cholesterols, and other chemicals and it has an interesting nature: while it forms a structural 
boundary between the cell and the rest of the body, this boundary is flexible and fluid-like. 
Membranous organelles – specialized sacs and canals – can float around within the plasma 
membrane, rather like icebergs floating around in the ocean. 

This fluid-like boundary is formed primarily of phospholipids, molecules with phosphate 
“heads” and fatty acid “tails”. The phosphate “heads” of the lipid molecules that form the 
bilayer are hydrophilic (water-loving) and therefore can bond to water-based molecules. 
On the other hand, the fatty acid “tails” of the lipid molecules that form the bilayer are 
hydrophobic (water-fearing) and bond best with fat-based molecules. This dual-purpose 
membrane forms a boundary that regulates the free entry of substances into cells. 
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Most molecules must enter the cell through one of several membrane proteins. These 
proteins act like gates in a fence, allowing only selected molecules to pass through. These 
cellular proteins are discussed in more detail later in this chapter. 

Because of this lipid structure, the types of fats we consume in our diets will influence the 
membrane’s fluidity, or flexibility. For example, a diet high in saturated fat makes the membrane 
more rigid, while a diet high in polyunsaturated fat makes the membrane more fluid. As a more 
fluid membrane improves the health of most cell types, we need an adequate intake of mono- 
and polyunsaturated fats as well as a balanced dietary fat profile. This type of intake prevents 
tight packing of fatty acids in membranes, which allows better hormone and neurotransmitter 
binding and thus improves cellular communication. 

A great example of this is the relationship between membrane fluidity and insulin sensitivity. 
recent research has shown that more tightly-packed membranes often have a stronger 
resistance to insulin, leading to higher insulin concentrations in the blood and increased risk 
of Type II diabetes or pre-diabetes.

CytOPlAsm
The interior space of the cell, composed of a gel-like solution called cytosol, is called the 
cytoplasm. Many organelles, enzymes, salts and other organic molecules, including stored 
carbohydrates and fats, are suspended and maintained in the cytoplasm. The body carries out 
many of its chemical reactions in this gel-like matrix, including most of its enzymatic reactions. 

Indeed, this is why the cytosol is rich in stored carbohydrates. As energy is required to do work, 
these carbohydrates can be broken down quickly and used to transfer energy. Because this process 
is governed by cytosolic enzymes, the high demand for energy in physically active people typically 
stimulates an upregulation in the production of these key enzymes, along with both carbohydrate 
and fat storage. Thus exercise increases both the cellular carbohydrate supply as well as the cell’s 
ability to break down these carbohydrates to do more work. This is especially true in skeletal muscle 
cells, since this is where highly trained individuals need most of their energy. 

FIGure 1.4
PlAsmA mEmbRAnE

PHOsPHOliPiDs
A type of lipid with a 
hydrophilic phosphate group 
“head” and hydrophobic 
fatty acid “tail” that forms 
cell membranes

HyDROPHiliC
Strong affinity for water

HyDROPHObiC
Lack of affinity for water

CytOsOl
Internal fluid portion of  
the cell

Extracellular space

Intracellular space

Hydrophilic
region

Hydrophilic
region

Hydrophobic
region

Phospholipid
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mitOCHOnDRiOn
mitochondria (plural of mitochondrion) are highly organized cellular organelles responsible 
for converting things like protein, carbohydrate, and fat into energy. Much of the energy 
that’s stored in carbohydrates, proteins, and fats is useless to the body unless it can be 
oxidized. As it’s oxidized, the energy stored in the chemical bonds is released. And, in the 
mitochondrion, this energy is converted into adenosine triphosphate or ATP. 

Since ATP is the energy currency of the cell, mitochondria are responsible for producing most 
of the body’s energy – about 95% of it. (The rest is produced in other parts of the cell). Thus, 
mitochondria are critical to overall health and function. Without efficient mitochondria, our 
ability to live, breathe, move, and be energetic is severely compromised. 

ATP generation in the mitochondrion takes place in the inner mitochondrial membrane. The 
outer membrane of the mitochondrion is porous, while the inner membrane serves as the 
main barrier between it and the rest of the cell. The inner membrane contains folds called 
cristae, in which the enzymes and structures responsible for making ATP are embedded. 

Since the mitochondria generate power for the cell, the number of mitochondria in a cell is 
directly related to the activity of the cell. Frequent bouts of exercise can increase the number 
of mitochondria inside muscle cells. This increase means more total energy production for 
the muscle. However, if muscle size also grows in proportion to mitochondrial increase, the 
ATP production per unit muscle may not change. This is why we typically see an increase 
in mitochondrial density in elite athletes: they not only build more total mitochondria with 
training, they also build more mitochondria per unit of muscle mass. This helps to supply the 
ATP required for high level performance.

OxiDizE
To combine with oxygen 

ADEnOsinE tRiPHOsPHAtE 
(AtP)
Adenosine molecule with 
three phosphate groups that 
supplies energy for the cell 

CRistAE
Internal compartments  
of the mitochondria

mitOCHOnDRiAl DEnsity
Quantity of mitochondria  
per unit volume

Matrix

Inner membrane
folded into cristae

Outer membrane

Intermembrane
space

FIGure 1.5
mitOCHOnDRiOn

mitOCHOnDRiA
Organelles that supply the 
cells’ energy/ATP (singular: 
mitochondrion)
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mitochondrial quality is also linked to health and well-being. (Data indicate that eating 
vegetables might even improve mitochondrial quality). During ATP generation, our mitochondria 
consume a specific amount of oxygen as electrons are passed down what is called the electron 
transport chain (more on this later). In the past, the relationship between electron transport chain 
activity and ATP produced was assumed to be fairly constant between individuals. However, 
data suggest that different people may make ATP at different rates, even with the same oxygen 
consumption/electron transport chain activity. This phenomenon may be related to both a lower 
oxygen requirement (and the related lower food requirement) for the same ATP yield, as well as 
a lower production of reactive oxygen species (ROs), or free radicals. You see, when oxygen 
is consumed in the production of ATP, reactive oxygen species are formed. These unstable 
molecules can cause quite a bit of cellular damage, including some pretty serious DNA damage. 
So it may be best to keep rOS production under control.

In the past scientists believed that the more oxygen consumed, the more rOS were formed. 
However, it seems that in those with less efficient mitochondria, more rOS are formed per unit 
ATP produced. With high efficiency mitochondria, the opposite is true: More ATP is produced per 
unit oxygen consumed and per rOS formed. This may mean that those with higher mitochondrial 
efficiency will live longer, perform better athletically, and feel more energetic. 

While this research area is in its infancy, it’s interesting to note that the relationship between 
ATP generation and free radical production relies on mitochondrial quality. 

nuClEus
The nucleus is the largest organelle and is located in the central portion of the cell. Typically, 
each cell has only one nucleus. The nucleus is critical to cellular function, as it’s the 
residence of DNA, also known as the genetic code. Wrapped up in chromosomes, our DNA 
dictates which proteins are formed in the body, which ultimately determines everything from 
how the body develops, to how it repairs itself, to how it transports and/or metabolizes every 
chemical introduced into circulation. In many ways, our DNA also determines the upper 
limits of muscle hypertrophy.

As discussed earlier, there is an important link between our DNA, our food intake, and our health. 
In fact, much of what we eat interacts directly with our DNA or causes hormonal cascades that 
influence our DNA. These relationships begin in our nucleus as specific chemicals can bond with 
our DNA to initiate cellular protein-making, called transcription and translation.

ER AnD gOlgi APPARAtus
The endoplasmic reticulum, or er, is a “circulatory” network located inside the cytoplasm 
and adjacent to the nucleus. Once our DNA sends out a signal to make proteins, the er and 
golgi apparatus receive this genetic message from the DNA and make and transport the 
required proteins for use inside and outside the cell.

There are two types of er: smooth and rough. rough er is lined with ribosomes, which give 
it a “rough” appearance. These ribosomes are the sites of protein synthesis and are therefore 
considered “protein factories” of the cell. Smooth er, on the other hand, does not have 
ribosomes; therefore it doesn’t directly form proteins. rather, it synthesizes lipids, steroid 
hormones, and carbohydrates to use in glycoproteins.

The synthesis of proteins takes place using ribonucleic acids (RnA) and although the specific 
steps of protein production are beyond the scope of this text, it’s important to know that once 
these proteins are synthesized in the ribosomes of the rough er, they move towards the Golgi 
apparatus, another organelle that is mostly responsible for preparing the newly formed protein 

mitOCHOnDRiAl quAlity
Specific attributes of 
mitochondria

REACtivE OxygEn sPECiEs 
(ROs)
Various substances 
formed as a byproduct of 
metabolism that are highly 
reactive due to the unpaired 
electron shell

fREE RADiCAl
Reactive atom with one  
or more electrons

CHROmOsOmEs
Organized structure of DNA, 
found within cells, that 
contains the genes of an 
organism

tRAnsCRiPtiOn
Construction of mRNA from 
a DNA molecule

tRAnslAtiOn
Forming a protein molecule 
based on the information 
contained in the mRNA

EnDOPlAsmiC REtiCulum
Cytoplasmic membrane that 
translates proteins

gOlgi APPARAtus
Cytoplasmic organelle 
necessary for the modification 
and transport of proteins

RibOsOmE
A complex rich in RNA and 
protein found in cells

glyCOPROtEins
Protein that contains a 
carbohydrate group, involved 
in membrane integrity

RibOnuClEiC ACiDs (RnA)
Various nucleic acids on 
a single strand containing 
ribose and uracil, necessary 
for the control of cell activities

CistERnAE
Flattened membrane disc 
of Golgi apparatus (plural: 
cisternae)
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molecules that are destined to leave the cell. Overall energy and protein status in the body 
impacts our ability to synthesize structural and cellular proteins in this way. Thus, chronic 
under eating and low protein intake (intentionally or unintentionally) can lead to hormonal 
imbalances and injuries. The Golgi apparatus contains cisternae (tiny disc-like “holding tanks”, 
similar to the word “cistern”) that are stacked on one another and small, circular vesicles. 
These vesicles act like little chaperones, engulfing the protein molecules and transporting them 
to the cell membranes for release or incorporation.

lysOsOmEs AnD PEROxisOmEs
lysosomes are enzyme-containing vesicles (small sacs), capable of breaking down cellular 
components and protecting cells. If a large molecule, such as an old cellular structure 
or a microorganism enters the cell, the lysosome will digest and dispose of it. Basically, 
lysosomes are considered “cellular garbage disposals” that help in the process of cellular 
renewal and/or cellular protection.

Peroxisomes are similar to lysosomes: they are small membranous sacs containing enzymes 
(catalase and oxidase), which also detoxify harmful substances that enter cells. Found commonly 
in liver and kidney cells, peroxisomes are also important in cholesterol synthesis, bile acid 
synthesis, ß-oxidation, and prostaglandin metabolism. Interestingly, peroxisomes function in 
a manner very similar to mitochondria, but there’s one very important difference in how they 
handle the breakdown of fats. Specifically, when fats are broken down in the peroxisome, 30-
40% more heat is produced and 30% less ATP is produced. Since dietary omega-3s, especially 
fish oils, increase fat breakdown through the peroxisomes, more fat breakdown is required per 
unit of ATP production. This means that more fat is burned to do the same daily activities.

CEllulAR PROtEins
Now that we’ve covered the major cellular organelles, let’s cover the main proteins found in 
our cells, protein receptors, transport proteins, and enzymes.

understanding the function of these cellular proteins helps us understand how molecules like 
nutrients, hormones, and other chemicals can influence our cells’ functions. 
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PROtEin RECEPtORs AnD CEll signAling
Our plasma membranes typically prevent the entry of nutrients, hormones, and so forth from 
the bloodstream. However, specific proteins embedded in the cell membrane can act as 
receptors that, when bound to these chemicals, can produce a specific response. Of course, 
not all receptors and chemicals are destined to fit together. This is a good thing, since specific 
molecules need to be kept out of specific cells. However, if the chemical and the receptor 
match, they bind together to form a receptor-ligand binding complex. Once this bond forms 
successfully, a process called signal transduction can take place. second messengers are 
turned on and either direct cellular responses occur, or changes in gene expression take 
place in the nucleus of our cells. Interestingly, what we eat can influence second messengers 
in the body. examples include caffeine in coffee/tea, theobromine in cacao, and theophylline 
in tea/cacao. All of these inhibit phosphodiesterase, an enzyme that breaks down second 
messengers in cells.

An example of a protein receptor initiating a signal transduction cascade is the cellular response 
to insulin. Whenever we eat a meal, especially one higher in carbohydrate, the hormone insulin 
is released from the pancreas. This hormone then travels through the bloodstream and binds 
to a specific protein receptor in one of our cell membranes. This ligand then alters cellular 
function, in particular the cell’s carbohydrate uptake, by upregulating the number and operation 
of protein molecules within the cell that bring glucose into the cell. Muscle contraction (think: 
exercise) can also upregulate these protein receptors in cells making them more sensitive to 
insulin after exercise.

While a host of protein receptors are located within the cell membrane, additional receptors 
are located inside our cells. When bound to different nutrients, hormones, and so on, these 
receptors can also alter cellular function. 
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tRAnsPORt PROtEins
transport proteins are proteins in the cell membrane that act as channels or molecular 
carriers. unlike receptor proteins, these proteins allow the passage of water-soluble 
molecules between the spaces inside the cells and the spaces outside the cells. This 
movement across the plasma membrane can take place via one of two mechanisms: 
facilitated diffusion or active transport. 

This type of cellular transport allows necessary molecules, such as vitamins, minerals, 
glucose, and amino acids into the cells, where they can perform vital functions.

EnzymEs
enzymes make up the largest group of proteins in the body. You can often spot enzymes 
by their names, which typically end in “-ase”, such as lipase (enzymes that degrade 
lipids), protease (enzymes that degrade proteins), and amylase (enzymes that degrade 
carbohydrates). enzymes are important biological catalysts that facilitate and speed up 
nearly every chemical reaction that occurs in the body. A host of environmental, genetic, 
and nutritional factors – including temperature, pH, substrate concentration, and vitamin 
and mineral status – can influence enzymatic function. Thus nutrition plays an important 
role in most enzymatic reactions. To illustrate how critical enzymes are, consider an enzyme 
deficiency disease such as McArdle’s disease. With this condition, the body is deficient in the 
enzyme that allows glycogen storage, resulting in cramps, fatigue and protein in the urine.

enzymes work by exposing their own “active sites” to connect with specific molecules. 
Once the enzyme can hold these molecules in place, reactions can occur. One model of 
this process is the lock-and-key model. In this model, the enzyme and chemical substrate 

FIGure 1.8 
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fit together tightly and carry out their reaction. In another model, the induced fit model, 
the enzyme and chemical substrate undergo structural changes when close to one another, 
eventually fitting together properly and initiating the catalytic reaction. 

Just like a copilot operates alongside a pilot, co-enzymes operate alongside of enzymes. 
Co-enzymes are non-protein molecules, composed wholly or partly of vitamins, and 
are necessary to assist in enzyme catalyzed reactions. An example would be pyridoxal 
phosphate, which is the active form of vitamin B6 and acts as a coenzyme in all 
transamination reactions (and in some decarboxylation and deamination reactions with 
amino acids). These types of chemical reactions will be discussed later in the text.

This chapter has provided an introduction to the basic cellular anatomy and function that 
you’ll need to understand the body’s organization as well as its interaction with food and 
nutrients. This foundational knowledge is critical to your development as a nutritional 
thinker, and it will enable you to fully comprehend the applied nutritional information that 
we’ll be sharing with you as this course progresses. Make sure you’re comfortable with the 
information contained in this chapter before moving on to the next and beyond.
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summARy
1. the trillions of cells of the human body work together to form tissues, organs, and 

organ systems. the total of all of the activities taking place in these systems is 
what most people refer to as “metabolism.”

2. there are many levels of organization in the body, from microscopic atoms up  
to fully functional organisms. each level is necessary for optimal functioning of  
the next. 

3. the food we eat interacts with the small chemical reactions and processes taking 
place in our cells. this interaction, especially with our genetic material, determines 
our health. 

4. food affects our health in four ways: it provides energy; it provides metabolic co-
factors; it’s incorporated into body structures; and it influences chemicals such as 
hormones and neurotransmitters.

5. our organelles, which reside within our cells, convert food into AtP and make 
proteins. 

6. our genetic information directs protein-making signals. our food can affect these 
signals as well as the quality of the proteins that are made. 

7. enzymes and co-enzymes are compounds necessary for nearly every cellular 
process in the body. enzymes help reactions occur. 


